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VTA launches new education campaign 
 

As part of our effort to better inform our elected officials, members, and everyday 
Virginians about the benefits and impacts of transit, the Virginia Transit Association 
has launched our new 2019 transit education campaign.  
 
Our campaign is comprised of five interconnected pieces including the launching of 
our revamped newsletter ‘Commonwealth Connector’, our statewide transit benefits 
overview, our transit agency impact profiles, modernizing our ’News You Can Use’ 
weekly email blast, and our targeted social media campaign.  
 
Our statewide transit benefits overview titled “Moving Virginians & Our Economy” 
outlines the who, what, where, when, and how of transit by giving an overview of who is 
served by transit, the jobs connected to transit, the economic and environmental benefits derived from 
transit, and the type of transit trips taken on an annual basis. The vast majority of this data is compiled from the 
National Transit Database (NTD) which is a program of the Federal Transit Administration. You can locate our 
transit overview here (https://vatransit.starchapter.com/images/downloads/
Printable_Forms/2019_va_transit_overview.pdf) 
 
The next part of our campaign was the creation of transit impact profiles for our transit agency members. These 
profiles are condensed versions of the statewide overview but specific to our 
transit members and include data on ridership, passenger miles removed from our 
roadways, and as economic and environmental benefits. The purpose of this piece 
is to give a more localized perspective of the benefits and positive impacts of 
transit and the data in these profiles is also derived from the NTD. We anticipate 
the formal launch of impact profiles in November. 
 
The third piece was the creation of targeted social media posts which highlight the 
ridership and impact of our member agencies. So far, we have created over a dozen posts highlighting our transit 
members which have been viewed nearly 20,000 times which has resulted in an increase of our social media 

following by about 300 percent. We boosts 
these posts and target everyday citizens in the 
areas served by the highlighted transit agency.  
 
The fourth portion of our campaign was the 
modernization of our weekly clips “The News 
You Can Use”. We transitioned the distribution 
of the email to a new program to reduce the 
likelihood that it ends up in a spam folder, in 
addition to updating its look and format. 

 
The last piece of our education campaign is this new streamlined 
newsletter which will better highlight all of the great stuff happening 
with transit in Virginia in a more readable and accessible format. 

/vatransitassoc VaTransitAssoc VaTransit.com 
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Transit Associations Collaborate for 
Greater Synergy 

 

Conversations began between VTA and CTAV 
(Community Transportation Association of Virginia) 
leaders back in the spring about the possibility of 
working more collaboratively to better achieve 
common goals and advance public transportation 
across Virginia.  A joint retreat was conducted in 
Charlottesville in July with over twenty participants 
from both 
associations.  
Terrie Glass 
of Leadership 
Solutions 
facilitated the 
two days of 
sessions. 
 
The first task of the retreat was to identify the primary 
missions of each association and to examine 
commonalities and differences to minimize the overlap 
and better complement each other. Both associations 
seek to promote public transit and to strengthen 
member engagement but each focus on different 
strategies.  CTAV’s emphasis has been on the 
operations and leadership while VTA’s has been on 
legislative and policy advocacy at a higher level.   
 
After much discussion, five priorities were identified: 
• More legislative support needed; 
• More data needed to tell the story of transit; 
• More opportunities for Young Professionals; 
• More roundtable engagement among peer groups; 
• Exploration of a periodic joint expo. 
At the conclusion of the retreat, representatives from 
each association were selected to serve on a joint 
steering committee to finesse the next steps.   
 
A subsequent meeting in August resulted in a focus of 
the top priorities.  Brad Sheffield of JAUNT and Juwhan 
Lee of Charlottesville Area Transit are the points of 
contact on the Young Professionals development.  VTA 
staff were tasked with developing and conducting a 
“Legislative Advocacy 101” webinar to address the 
importance of building strong relationships with 
elected officials. VTA will also develop data points and 
graphics for each member transit agency that can be 
utilized in visits and communications with elected 
officials and community leaders.   
 
Next steps included the webinar on September 26 and 
the fall joint steering committee meetings on October 
10 in Charlottesville and November 19 in Arlington.   
 
As we continue to collaborate, we can become united 

as stronger advocates and share best practices, ideas, 
and expertise.   

“What is Advocacy and Why Does it Matter?” 
 

One of the top priorities of the joint VTA/ CTAV retreat was 
to focus more strongly on legislative advocacy.  VTA has 
long been involved in legislative strategy and advocacy 
and has a number of proud accomplishments to show for 
it.  With the challenges ahead with transit ridership and 
sustainable funding however, we all recognize the need 
for more strong member and community advocacy.  
Elected officials tend to take action to support issues, 
causes, and constituencies with which they are familiar 
and too few of them know much about public 
transportation. 
 
In our recent webinar, “Legislative Advocacy 101”, we 
define an advocate as a person who publicly supports or 
recommends something – especially when it pertains to a 
policy or a proposal.  Even if you have never visited a 
legislator or a local elected official or written a letter to 
the editor and just the mention of the term “General 
Assembly” makes your eyes glaze over, our goal is to 
make you an advocate this year! 
 
First, do your homework.  Gather data about transit in 

Advocacy continued on page 3 
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Advertising Rates & Information 
 

Our Winter newsletter will be out in December/January 2019. 
Our newsletters are printed and distributed in full color. 

Advertisements are available to our VTA members. We are 
limiting our newsletters to a maximum of eight pages, so 

space is limited! 
 

To ensure that your ad makes it into publication, please 
submit (PDF, PNG, JPEG) no later than December 2nd. 

 

Rates are as follows: 
Business Card (3.75”x2.5”): $50 | Quarter Page (3.75”x5”): $100  

Half Page (7.5”x5”): $175 | Full Page (7.5”x10”): $300 
 

Please send your ad to Danny@VATransit.com. Other VTA 
news can be found on our website www.VATransit.com 

Continued  from Advocacy on page 2 
What’s In Store for 2020?  VTA Board of 

Directors Brace for Change 

VTA Dues-Paying Members. Mark your calendars for 
the fall VTA Board of Directors meeting because you 
won’t want to miss hearing what is in store for the 2020 
General Assembly, DRPT updates, transportation 
funding, new technology, and our partnership with 
Community Transportation Association of Virginia 
(CTAV).   
 
This meeting is far more than a Board meeting.  It’s a 
“convening” to keep Virginia’s transit community 
informed and engaged.  That is why every VTA member 
– transit system, business, and associate – is invited to 
attend and participate.  
 
The meeting is on Friday, November 1 from 11 am to 2 
pm with lunch provided.  It will be held at the University 
of Richmond Downtown campus in the Lower Level 
meeting room.  This is the same location where we met 
last fall.  Please RSVP to JCrawford@lmg-llc.net 

Check out their website for more information on 
location, parking, transit access, etc.  Links to the 
agenda will be sent to Board members before the 
meeting but packets will also be available at the 
meeting for all attendees. 

your community.  VTA’s transit agency impact profiles 
will be sent in November and provide the basis for 
making your case about the importance of your agency 
and what it provides.  Try to find what you can about the 
delegates and senators who represent your city or 
county.  If you find that they serve on the Transportation 
or other important committees, so much the better for 
a constructive dialogue.   
 
Build your Hometown Team of local stakeholders.  
Business, faith, housing, and educational leaders along 
with transit riders can testify to the importance of 
transit to their interests.  Meet with them well before 
January so you can be ready when the 2020 General 
Assembly convenes.  Sign up for VTA’s Transit Action 
Network (www.VATransit.com/Action) alerts so you 
know what to ask your legislators to support.  Ask your 
Team, your employees, your board, and your riders to 
all sign up on the Network so they have the tool to 
participate too. 
 
Come join us on Monday, January 27 in Richmond for 
Transit Advocacy Day.  We’ll have briefings that 
morning to catch you up on the latest developments 
then we’ll send you on your way to meet with your 
legislators.  For best results, call ahead to your 
legislator’s office to make an appointment sometime 
from 10 a.m. through 3 p.m. that day.   
 
At 3:30 that afternoon, GRTC is graciously offering a 
Pulse BRT tour from Main Street Station.  You’ll return 
in time for our “Transportation Choices” Legislative 
Reception at Main Street Station.  This is our annual 
event where the Governor, his Administration, the 
Richmond mayor, and all of our members are invited to 
gather in the premiere Main Street Station to celebrate 
public transportation.   
 
Before the annual advocacy cycle is complete, gather 
your stakeholder team again to plan a spring visit for 
your legislators and local officials to tour your transit 
facility or take a ride on one of your buses so they get 
out of their cars and see the community from a transit 
perspective.  Don’t forget to maximize social media 
coverage so that you elevate your agency and give 
welcome publicity to your invited guests!   
 
As with any new endeavor, you may have questions or 
need VTA to assist at any of the steps outlined above.  
Please contact Lisa Guthrie (lguthrie@lmg-llc.net ) or 
Danny Plaugher (Danny@VATransit.com) to help you 
along your path to advocacy.  

Don’t forget ELECTION DAY is November 5th. Polls are open from 6:00 am until 7:00 pm. All 

seats in the Virginia House of Delegates and Virginia State Senate are up for election. 

https://downtown.richmond.edu/location/index.html
mailto:lguthrie@lmg-llc.net
mailto:danny@lmg-llc.net
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GRTC Pulse named one of the top bus 
lines in U.S. 

 
By NBC12 Newsroom | June 25, 2019 
 
RICHMOND, Va. (WWBT) - GRTC Pulse is among the top
-rated rapid transit corridors in the country, according 
to the Institute for Transportation and Development 
Policy. 
GRTC was awarded a Bronze Standard rating for Pulse 
putting it in a class with only seven other bus systems. 
Pulse is one of only 10 verified bus corridors in the U.S. 
 
Pulse received a 
score of 57.6 on the 
ITDP scale, which is 
based on “based on 
international best 
practices to ensure 
that BRT systems 
more uniformly deliver world-class passenger 
experiences, significant economic benefits, and 
positive environmental impacts," according to a press 
release. 
 
In the release ITDP’s U.S. director Micahel Kodransky 
said Richmond’s Pulse system was “a model for other 
cities.” 
 
Richmond Mayor Levar Stoney said the award 
demonstrates what can be accomplished with a little 
team effort. 
 
“Here we are today, celebrating a year later, what 
partnerships and collaborations can actually do in the 
region,” Stoney said. “I always say this, nothing big can 
happen in this region without people working 
together.” 
 
GRTC said Pulse has seen a 17 percent increase in 
ridership since July 2018 and averages double its 
initially daily ridership goal. 
 
Other U.S. transit systems with the same rating 
include Orange Line in Los Angeles; Emerald Express 
in Eugene, OR; and sbX in San Bernardino, CA. Only 
two other bus systems are rating higher - CTfastrak in 
Hartford, CT, and Healthline in Cleveland, OH - both of 
which are rated silver. 

 
 
 

Plan for Long Bridge expansion moves 
forward 

 
By Luz Lazo | Washington Post | September 11, 2019 
 
A proposal to expand the Long Bridge over the 
Potomac River, which officials say is key to the region’s 
growing rail needs, appears to be moving forward. 
 
The District Department of Transportation and the 
Federal Railroad Administration have released a draft 
environmental impact statement on the project, laying 
out a preferred construction process that the agencies 
say addresses the need to expand the 115-year-old 
double-track bridge while keeping costs and impacts to 
a minimum. 
 
The project would double capacity on the bridge to 
handle more commuter and intercity rail service, as 
well as expected increases in freight transportation 
over the coming decades. Officials in the District and 
Virginia say the investment would address a bottleneck 
in the system as trains funnel from three tracks to the 
two-track bridge, and make possible the growth of 
passenger and commuter rail service across the 
Potomac. 
 
The bridge is used by CSX, Virginia Railway Express 
and Amtrak. 
 
The plan favored by DDOT and FRA would keep the 
Long Bridge and build a second two-track bridge next 
to it to create a four-track crossing. Construction 
would take five years and cost about $1.9 billion. Earlier 
estimates had put the cost at $1.3 billion to $1.6 billion. 
 
The preferred alternative, however, is the most cost-
effective of those under consideration. It also lessens 
the impact on the environment, historic property and 
parkland in the area, according to the agencies. 
 
As part of the project, a stand-alone bike and 
pedestrian bridge would be built upstream from the 
new rail bridge, allowing people to walk or bike across 
the Potomac River between the D.C. waterfront and 
Crystal City in Arlington. 
 
A second option still under consideration is to build a 
pair of two-track bridges to replace the Long Bridge. 
That option would cost up to $2.8 billion — and would 

Long Bridge continued on page 5 

https://www.nbc12.com/2019/06/25/grtc-pulse-named-one-top-bus-lines-us/
https://www.washingtonpost.com/transportation/2019/09/11/plan-long-bridge-expansion-moves-forward/
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Blacksburg Transit receives 2019 top 
award in transportation industry 

 

By Jen Cardone | WDBJ7.Com  | July 08, 2019 
     
BLACKSBURG, Va. (WDBJ7)— Blacksburg Transit is in 
the national spotlight tonight after winning the American 
Public Transportation Association’s 2019 Outstanding 
Transit System award. 
 
The award is given each year to a system that goes 
above and beyond in performance as an organization 
and how it provides benefit to the community. 
 
The system has had a 22 percent ridership growth over 
the last three years while most small systems have 
seen a decline. 
 
“It really puts us on the forefront of what transportation 
agencies do,” said Blacksburg Transit Director Tom Fox. 
“We’re doing so many innovative things that we think 
that other small transit agencies can learn from and 
implement.” 
Fox said the award is for transportation systems in the 
small, medium and large categories. Blacksburg ranks 
in the small category. He said they are above the curve 
because of their in house mobile application, programs 
to build employee morale and incentive programs for 
employees to earn extra money by going the extra mile. 
 
Although we can’t learn for sure how many transit 
systems applied for the award, BT said hundreds fall 
into their category and typically a winner doesn’t get it 
two years in a row. 
 
BT will receive the award at the APTA annual meeting in 
October. 

take up to eight years and three months of 
construction, according to government estimates. 
Officials say there is no need to replace the existing 
bridge. 
 
CSX, which owns the bridge, inspects it annually and 
completed a rehabilitation three years ago. Railroad 
officials say the bridge is sound and can handle freight 
traffic for some time to come. Efforts to increase 
capacity over the Potomac are mainly to address 
growth in passenger rail. 
 
The Long Bridge carries 76 trains on a typical weekday. 
Nearly half carry Northern Virginia commuters into the 
District. By 2040, volume on the bridge is projected to 
increase by 150 percent, according to the project 
report. The number of VRE trains is expected to grow 
to 92 from 34. Amtrak’s daily trips could grow to 44 
trains from 24, and Maryland’s MARC could add eight 
trains. 
 
The FRA and DDOT are expected to release a final 
recommendation next year. If the project wins federal 
approval, design could take another two years before 
construction begins, officials said. Funding for the 
project has yet to be identified. Officials in the District 
and Virginia say they are working as a region to secure 
grants and will have a funding plan in place by the time 
the study is completed. Virginia rail officials say $30 
million has been budgeted for design and engineering 
— $15 million from state rail funding and a $15 million 
pledge from CSX. 
 
A public comment period is open through Oct. 28 for 
anyone who wants to comment on the draft 
environmental impact statement. Public comments can 
be provided by mail to Anna Chamberlin, AICP, Long 
Bridge Project, 55 M St. SE, Suite 400, Washington, 
D.C., 20003-3515; by email to 
info@longbridgeproject.com; or by using the online 
comment form available at https://
longbridgeproject.com/contact/. 
 
A public hearing is planned for 4 to 7 p.m. Oct. 22 at 
1100 Fourth St. SW, Room E200, in the District. 
 
VTA Note: We have submitted a public comment in 
support of this project as it is necessary for expanding 
our state’s commuter and intercity passenger rail 
services. 

Don’t forget to sign up for our Action Alerts and 

our Action Network to make sure you keep up-

to-date on what is happening with transit 

across VA and nationally.  

VATransit.com/Action 

---- 

Save the Date: May 27-28, 2020 

VTA Annual Conference 

Roanoke, Virginia 

https://www.wdbj7.com/content/news/Blacksburg-Transit-receives-national-recognition-for-service-512435062.html
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Virginia Honored with Two America’s 
Transportation Awards for Pulse Bus Rapid 

Transit Project, New Towing Response 
Program 

 

SAVANNAH, Ga. – At the annual meeting of the 
Southeastern Association of State Highway and 
Transportation Officials (SASHTO) this week, the 
Commonwealth of Virginia was recognized with two 
America’s Transportation Awards from SASHTO’s 12th 
annual regional competition. SASHTO represents 
fourteen departments of transportation across the 
southeastern United States. 
 
The Department of Rail and Public Transportation (DRPT) 
and the Virginia Department of Transportation (VDOT) 
won the award in the Quality of Life/Community 
Development category for their collaborative effort to 
fund and construct The Pulse, a bus rapid transit system 
in the City of Richmond. VDOT also was honored with an 
award in the Operations Excellence category for its 

 
 
 

Washington’s WMATA Places Hefty CNG 
Bus Order 

 
Posted by Betsy Lillian | NGTNews | September 18, 2019 
 
New Flyer of America Inc. has inked an order from the 
Washington Metropolitan Area Transit Authority 
(WMATA) for 75 compressed natural gas (CNG) buses. 

 

WMATA is a tri-jurisdictional government agency 
operating public transit service in the Washington 
metropolitan area, including the District of Columbia, 
Maryland and Virginia. WMATA’s Metrobus provides over 
62 million passenger trips per year with a fleet of more 
than 1,500 buses. 
 
In addition to the 40-foot Xcelsior CNG buses, WMATA 
also ordered 25 40-foot Xcelsior diesel buses and 10 60-
foot Xcelsior diesel buses. The total order converts 110 
buses from the option backlog to firm orders. 
 
The new order replaces older, end-of-life vehicles and 
delivers on WMATA’s plan to improve transit service and 
reliability. In addition, the articulated buses deliver 
higher passenger capacity, allowing WMATA to move up 
to 115 passengers per bus along its busiest routes. 
 
“Since WMATA’s first Xcelsior arrived in 2011, we have 
continued to support its ridership growth with hundreds 
of safe, reliable and efficient Xcelsior buses to keep 
America’s capital moving,” says Chris Stoddart, 
president of New Flyer. “With leading technology, buses 
and infrastructure solutions, New Flyer is proud to 
support WMATA’s move toward sustainable mobility 
while offering greater reliability, increased capacity and 
cleaner air for the Washington metro community.” 

https://ngtnews.com/washingtons-wmata-places-hefty-cng-bus-order
https://ngtnews.com/washingtons-wmata-places-hefty-cng-bus-order
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innovative towing program, which incentivizes tow 
companies to clear complex commercial vehicle crashes 
from major highways as quickly and safely as 
possible. 
 
“We are honored to be recognized by our 
national peers for innovative solutions that 
improve quality of life and expand access to 
economic opportunity,” said Shannon Valentine, 
Secretary of Transportation. “The work our 
team has accomplished is changing lives and 
transforming communities.” 
 
With partnership from the Greater Richmond 
Transit Company (GRTC), the Federal Transit 
Administration, the City of Richmond, Henrico 
County, and DRPT, the state-of-the-art Pulse 
system was constructed by VDOT in only 18 
months within existing right-of-way along a 7.6
-mile corridor of U.S. Route 250 in the City of 
Richmond and Henrico County. It features two bus-only 
lanes, 26 real-time connected stations, environmentally-
friendly transit vehicles, and a priority traffic signaling 
system to ensure true bus rapid transit. Additionally, the 
Commonwealth funded a system-wide bus network 
redesign that feeds into the corridor served by The Pulse. 

Since its launch in 2018, The Pulse continues to 
exceed ridership expectations. The bus rapid transit 
service, combined with the redesign of the GRTC 

network, have led to an overall transit ridership 
increase of 18%. 
 
“The Pulse is an example of a creative transportation 
solution that is providing new mobility options and 
improving the transportation system for the entire 
region,” said Jennifer Mitchell, DRPT Director. “DRPT 
is proud to have been a part of this amazing team 
from start to finish.” 
 
“This recognition is very well deserved,” said Gary 
Armstrong, GRTC Board Chairman. “The hard work of 
DRPT and VDOT was evident throughout the design 
and construction of the system, and DRPT’s dedication 
to successfully implementing a state-of-the art BRT 
system was front and center from application through 
award of the TIGER grant.” 
 
Awarded for operational excellence, VDOT’s new 
towing response initiative, called the Towing Recovery 
and Incentive Program (TRIP), uses financial 
incentives to encourage tow companies to clear 
complex commercial crashes and incidents on 
Virginia interstates as efficiently as possible. 2018 
data shows that, on average, travel lanes opened 103 
minutes quicker with the TRIP program, allowing for 
smoother traffic flow, reducing congestion, and saving 
travelers valuable time and money. 
 
As recipient of the two awards, Virginia will now be 
eligible to compete for the national award, presented 
by the American Association of State Highway and 
Transportation Officials (AASHTO) at its annual 
meeting in October. 

VDOT continued from page 6 
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Bus route for Danville to D.C., with a stop in 
Lynchburg, in the works 

 

By Olivia Johnson | The News & Advance | Sep 6, 2019  
 
Starting as early as next summer, Lynchburg residents may 
be able to travel to Washington, D.C., on a new bus route. 
 
The route, proposed by the Virginia Department of Rail and 
Public Transportation, would run from Danville to 
Washington and include stops in Lynchburg and 
Charlottesville. 
 
The DRPT ran a study this summer to assess Virginians’ 
transportation needs. The study showed a demand for a 
route through Central Virginia to Washington, as well as a 
need for a route across the southern half of Virginia. 
 
Brian Booth, the Greater Lynchburg Transit Company 
general manager, said he met with the DRPT in July after 
they reached out to discuss the best location for an intercity 
bus route stop. 
 
He said the DRPT liked the many connection options at the 
Kemper Street Transfer Station, such as Greyhound and 
Amtrak connections. 
 
“It’s not set in stone yet, but I think they’re leaning toward 
using the transfer station as the stop within Lynchburg,” 
Booth said at last Wednesday’s GLTC board meeting. 
 

Schedule and frequency details for the route have not 
been confirmed, he said. 
 
“Intercity bus service is really to connect rural areas,” 
said Emily Delross, the statewide program manager 
for the DRPT. “Lynchburg is a great location for that.” 
 
Delross 
said the 
DRPT will 
put out a 
request 
for 
proposal 
this fall 
and will 
aim to choose an operator for the bus system at the 
end of this year or beginning of next year. 
 
The route would become part of a newly branded 
intercity network called the “Virginia Breeze,” she 
said. The original Virginia Breeze route, from 
Blacksburg to Washington, will be renamed and 
become part of the intercity network. 
 
A route from Martinsville to Richmond also is taking 
shape, and the DRPT is looking for service on these 
routes to begin during the summer of 2020, she said. 
 
Though nothing is confirmed, Delross said the DRPT 
is assuming the Danville to Washington route will 
include a stop in Lynchburg. 
 
Greyhound Lines, a competing bus company that also 
services Central Virginia, was unavailable for 

comment on this story. 
 
Christian DePaul, president of the 
GLTC board of directors, said 
Lynchburg would greatly benefit 
from the new route. 
 
“I think it’s imperative that 
Lynchburg be part of that route,” 
DePaul said, adding it could connect 
riders to Northern Virginia for 
travel or to University of Virginia in 
Charlottesville for medical care. 
 
Olivia Johnson covers the city of 
Lynchburg for The News & Advance. 
Reach her at (434) 385-5537. 

https://www.newsadvance.com/news/local/bus-route-for-danville-to-d-c-with-a-stop/article_3522d44f-a7e6-5c23-bbb8-a477d1950359.html

